
Warm Up and Stretching

Most middle and high school coaches will say that one of the most glaring deficiencies
they see in players is the lack of knowledge in warming up and stretching. A player that
comes into a tryout knowing how to warm up and stretch will impress any coach. It’s one
of the details that coaches look for. More importantly, knowing how to warm up will
keep them healthy.

Generally pre-practice and pre-game warm ups come in three phases:

1. An initial phase of warm-up that increases heart rate, body temperature and blood
flow. This is typically a simply jog around the perimeter of the fence.

2. Dynamic and Static Stretches – Most new research shows that dynamic stretching,
by performing functional ranges of motion, are the most effective way to initially stretch
both the arms and legs.  Dynamic leg stretches include walking straight leg, butt kickers,
high knees, carioca, etc. (see description below).  Dynamic arm stretches include arm
circles (forward and backward), windmills, arm crosses.  Following the dynamic
stretches, static stretches may be performed such as the posterior capsule stretch (pulling
arm across body) and the side-lying posterior capsule stretch (see below).

Band work – The use of stretching bands and straps are essential as players get stronger;
especially for pitchers. AT A MINIMUM, the goal of AGALL is to familiarize players
with the use of bands and to provide the opportunity to use bands for stretching at every
practice and game in Minor A and Majors. Band work will be introduced in Minor B.
Light stretching bands will be provided to all managers from Minor B through Majors.
Bands should be tied in a loop at one end and can be fastened to a fence simply by



feeding the unlooped end through the looped end. There are six stretches that AGALL
recommends teaching. These are designated as 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B in the
handout below. These stretches are part of the stretching program known as the
“Throwers Ten”.  It is recommended that pitchers to these every day they throw, at a
minimum, but are encouraged to do them at home as well. Position players should do
these stretches a minimum of 3 times per week.

3. Throwing – See throwing hand out for warm up.


